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Key messages

- Social protection can play a pivotal role in the Pacific 

region’s economic recovery and growth

- Many countries across the Pacific and Timor-Leste are 

already investing in their social protection systems

- Across those countries, there is a trend towards 

incremental expansion of universal life-cycle schemes

- Despite significant fiscal challenges, there are options 

to gradually expand appropriate and sustainable social 

protection systems in the region, including by learning 

from Pacific countries with more established systems.
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Rationale for investment:
social protection as a lever for 

economic recovery and growth
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Social protection addresses risk, vulnerability, 
inequality, and poverty across the life cycle

Childhood Working age Old age

Child benefit
Old Age 

Pension

Unemployment and sickness benefits

Maternity benefit Survivors’ benefit

Disability benefit

Poor relief safety net

Contributory 

schemes

“Social insurance”
• Contribute to smooth 

consumption over life

• Social insurance (with 

risk pooling and 

redistribution)

• Provident funds 

(mandatory saving)

Tax-financed 

schemes

“Social assistance”
• Ensures minimum 

income for all citizens

• Life cycle benefits (old 

age, disability, child etc)

• “Catch-all” schemes 

Our focus is on cash benefits, and particularly tax-financed schemes

(but in-kind benefits and services, and social insurance, are also important)
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Shift income 

up over time

Regular, predictable cash transfers contribute 
to less volatile and higher income levels
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Social protection helps enable a positive cycle 
towards economic growth



The story so far:
a snapshot of social 

protection in the Pacific
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The COVID-19 response showed the importance of strong social 

protection systems in the region… and identified some gaps

Social protection 

played an important 

role in cushioning 

the effects of the 

pandemic.

Cushioning 

impacts of the 

pandemic

The administrative 

capacity already in 

place was an 

important enabling 

factor for responses: 

as a first response, 

many countries 

relied on what was 

available.

Leveraging 

existing 

systems

The crisis led to 

some interesting 

operational 

innovations and new 

approaches in the 

region.

Testing new 

approaches

The crisis has also 

evidenced gaps in 

existing social 

protection systems, 

such as limited 

coverage and types 

of support

Understanding 

system gaps
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The way countries 

have leveraged 

social protection 

systems  - with 

development partner 

support - has 

created momentum 

and rich learning 

Building 

momentum for 

investment

Source: Beazley, R., Gorman, H., Satriana, S., & Attenborough, J. (2021) 'Social protection 

responses to the COVID-19 pandemic in the Pacific: A tipping point for the sector?’,
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A note on methodology: analysis of 

government social protection expenditure

To help identify viable and strategic pathways to sustainable social 

protection investment, P4SP undertook analysis on: 

- social protection expenditure in the region and the historical 

evolution of investments

- potential cost of a minimum package of social protection and 

pathways for financing

Focus on long-term, budget-financed social assistance schemes (not 

COVID-19 support and donor supported programs) in 8 countries: Fiji, 

Kiribati, PNG, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Timor-Leste, Tonga, Vanuatu.

Methodology adapted from international government finance statistics 

frameworks to understand and align with classification used by MOFs 

and IFIs.



Government expenditure is variable across

the region and driven by old age benefits

Significant variation in 

levels of expenditure

• Focus here is cash 

benefits (does not include 

health, education, and 

short-term emergency 

relief)

• Excludes provident funds

Main expenditure types 

are:

• Old age pensions (mostly 

universal)

• Disability benefits 

(universal)

Poverty-targeted schemes 

are less common and 

generally smaller

Child and family benefits 

(Fiji and Timor-Leste*)

General poverty-targeted 

social assistance (Fiji)

Source: Knox-Vydmanov, C et al, (forthcoming)
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Kiribati Timor-Leste Nauru Fiji Samoa Tuvalu Tonga Solomon
Islands

PNG Vanuatu

Social assistance expenditure by function, 
% of GNI

Old age Survivors Disability Family and children General social assistance Total

No spend

Moderate spend

High(er) spend

* Timor-Leste now piloting a universal child benefit for young children instead)
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The Provident Fund wave

(1960-1990)
The budget-financed social protection 

wave (since 2005)

Tax-financed schemes are relatively new in 

the region, but not THAT new!

Source: Knox-Vydmanov, C et al, (forthcoming)
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Many countries have gradually increased 
expenditure over time (e.g. Fiji)
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Child Protection
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Allowance for
Persons with
Disability

Social Pension
Scheme

Poverty Benefit
Scheme

Total

2013-2017

• relatively stable expenditure

• SPS expenditure increased 

(age reduced)

2017/2018

• SPS benefit increased (age lowered)

• Disability allowance introduced

• PBS benefit structure changed

2017/2018

• Further increase in SPS and 

disability allowance coverage

Source: Fiji Budget Estimates, as presented in 

Knox-Vydmanov, C et al, (forthcoming)
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Pacific Island countries have shown it is possible to start small with universal schemes, 
and gradually expand:

Gradual lowering of the age of eligibility for pensions

• Fiji, Kiribati, Tonga

Incremental increases in benefit levels over time

• Kiribati, Fiji, Tonga, Samoa

Differentiated benefit levels for different categories of beneficiaries

• Based on severity of disability (Tonga, Palau, Tuvalu and Kiribati)

• Based on age of pensioners (as in Tonga and Nauru)

Scheme sequencing:

• Fiji, Kiribati, Nauru, Tuvalu started with old age benefits before introducing disability benefits

Progressive improvements in scheme access

• Schemes unlikely to reach all target group immediately (especially disability benefits). Cost will 
increase with improvements in implementation.

The Pacific ‘model’ provides a global reference for 

progressive expansion of universal social protection 

schemes



Where to from here? 
Protecting and expanding social 

protection systems in the Pacific and 

Timor-Leste
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There is increased momentum for social protection in the Pacific,

but challenges too

2022 Pacific Island Forum Economic Ministers Meeting highlighted social 

protection as key to inclusive economic recovery

- recognised the importance of social protection measures in protecting the vulnerable, 

boosting household consumption and stimulating COVID-19 inclusive economic recovery. 

- outcomes statement reflects the challenge – and opportunity – of inclusive social 

protection systems that are fiscally sustainable and which help build resilience of 

vulnerable populations

The region is navigating complex fiscal pressures, ongoing high exposure to 

shocks, and vulnerable populations in need of support.
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Social protection can play a key role…. but how can we make it happen?



What would it take to put a social protection package in place: 

A costing exercise for the Pacific

Source: Knox-Vydmanov, C. et al (forthcoming)
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Purpose of costing is to give an 
indication of the scale of cost

Package includes universal 
old age pension, disability 
benefit and child benefit (0-5)

Parameters based on 
international and regional 
benchmarks

Costings do not estimate 
administrative overheads which 
can vary significantly by country 
and complexity of operating 
context

Scheme Higher coverage and 
adequacy

Lower coverage and 
adequacy

Age of 
eligibility

Benefit level 

(% of GDP 
per capita)

Age of 
eligibility

Benefit level 

(% of GDP 
per capita)

Child benefit 0-5 years 6% 0-5 years 4%

Disability 
benefit

0-64 years 20% 0-69 years 10%

Old age 
benefit

65+ years 20% 70+ years 10%

Assumptions for basic social protection packages



Costs range between about 1 and 2 per cent GDP

Cost of basic package of social protection benefits (lower / higher coverage and adequacy), % of GDP

Source: Knox-Vydmanov, C. et all (forthcoming)
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Potential pathways to support sustainable social protection systems for 

economic recovery and growth – learning from the Pacific ‘model’

Incremental investments, over 

time, add up – it’s possible to 

start with modest universal 

schemes and grow from there

Evaluate and strengthen existing 

schemes to increase efficiency and 

effectiveness of investment

Universal life cycle schemes are 

simple and viable, with wide 

potential reach: old age benefits are 

a popular first step; many countries 

are also exploring child benefits

Recognise and invest in social 

protection as a lever to help 

stimulate inclusive economic 

recovery and growth –

increasingly important given 

region’s exposure to shocks

Harness donor and development partner investment, including humanitarian investment, to strengthen 

and expand core systems and life-cycle schemes, and invest in building the regional evidence base



Thank you
You can reach me at jattenborough@p4sp.org or visit the P4SP website at p4sp.org to learn 

more about our work and how we can support Pacific Island countries to strengthen national 

social protection systems
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Regional stocktake on social protection financing

Annex: Classification of social protection expenditure utilized in financing 
analysis

• Paper uses methodology adapted from international government finance 
statistics frameworks

• Seeks better alignment with classification used by MoFs and IFIs

• Two main dimensions to classification:

• Economic classification [Social benefits (27)]:

• Social security benefits – Contributory schemes (does not include Provident Funds)

• Social assistance benefits - Budget-financed, non-contributory schemes

• Public servant benefits [Employment-related social benefits] – where financed by 
taxes/non-contributory

• Functional classification [Social protection (710)]:

• According to life cycle risks: sickness and disability, old age, survivors, family and 
children (including maternity), unemployment, general social assistance and social 
protection not elsewhere classified (n.e.c).

• Focus on cash benefits:

• Not included: Health care, scholarships, school feeding, subsidies, COVID-19-
specific support


